"Everyone Has Their Part To Play, Be it Big Or Small" - One Who Serves and Ashira
“One Who Serves” channeled by James McC onnell
“Ashira” channeled by Dr. Susan Sammarco
(Note: these messages were given during our Wednesday Prepare For C hange group in Glendale, AZ
on June 22, 2016) Also note, only the messages have been transcribed, not the question/answer
portion. If you would like, you can listen to the audio file by going to our Ancient Awakenings website
- www.ancientawakenings.org.
“One Who Serves”
Greetings to you. “One Who Serves” here to assist you in any way we can and as we always say we
love getting together in this way and are very much looking forward to the time to be with you in even
more profound and personal ways. This is certainly coming. But for now we are going to address those
who are certainly having some difficulty in understanding the energies coming your way now and
where they fit in the whole scheme here.
We say over and over that it is about orchestration. It is about coming together and orchestrating this
entire program. Each one of you is a part of this orchestration. You must come to understand that.
There is no one bigger or smaller in this whole process. Everyone just is and everyone is a part of the
Great C reator, the God Source. Everyone has their part to play, be it a big one or a small one. It
matters not. Everyone that resonates to these words as they are given now, whether you are on the
call or if you are here in person, you are considered the Lightworkers and the Light Warriors. You are
going to be experiencing more fully and most fully this particular Ascension Process as it continues on.
That is not to say that there are those who are not Lightworkers who would not ascend. They will as
well. As a matter of fact, the largest part of humanity is going to go through this Ascension. There will
certainly be those who will not by their own choice.
There are those who are known as the C abal or the var ious Dark Forces. They have been given the
choice and will be able to make their own choice and some are, even now, moving into the Light. They
are renouncing the Dark Force within them and they are finding the Light within themselves and they
are moving in that direction.
There are also those who have been given this choice and they have decided to stick it out to the very
end and do all that they can to take down as many as they can. That is their choice as well. They will
be dealt with in the respect that they are dealing with others. So it will come back to them in a cause
and effect type of situation.
But don’t be concerned about that! The idea for all is to find forgiveness. To be in a loving
environment as much as possible and to find forgiveness fo r all. That is all across the entire planet, no
matter what they have done. We know that this is very difficult, for some have harmed you at a
personal level. It is difficult to forgive and forget.
We are not saying to forget your pain or anything of this nature. We are saying to move on past this.
We are saying forgive those who are having a difficult time forgiving the light within them. Everyone
has the Light within them. Some it shines more brightly than others.
For those of you who resonate to these words, your Light shines brightly within you and has for many
lifetimes here. In this particular lifetime it has burned brightly and is now the Violet Flame within you.

The IAM presence is coming back into the understanding of man. It is engulfing and taki ng over, in
many respects, the lower personalities within you and the ego centers for the lower part of yourself.
So, everything is proceeding exactly as it needs to and everything is in the Perfect Now. The more you
come to understand that you are in the Perfect Now in the moment, you will be able to go with the
flow here. That is what we recommend. Go with the flow. Be at peace. Be in the now. Everything will
work out exactly as it needs to. OK?
Shanti. Peace be with you. BE THE ONE.
“Ashira”
I am “Ashira”.
We thank you for your time and interest. We enjoy the lively discussions that take place before the
channelings. We know that you arise each morning looking for changes. These are times we also
expect to see changes. Be of positive cheer. Go forward knowing that the world is changing. The world
is in its now status and is unfolding presently.
We give you our love and blessings. Namaste.
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